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Mayor Burp of Big Town

Edward Burp is the Mayor of Big Town, the Big Town Chef community and game's 

administrative voice, the creator and controller of BURP token, and the key 

spokesperson of the Town Hall, the Bureau de Burp and all other town-owned 

institutions in Big Town.

The Mayor's life-long pursuit is to eradicate hunger. That’s why, to guarantee 

there’ll always be enough food to feed The Land's people, he decided to grow Big 

Town into the largest group of food-lovers and chefs The Land has ever known.

Mayor Burp will be working on the ground with Big Town resident Chefs to 

establish areas across The Land where food is in short supply. The Mayor’s 

philanthropic initiative will then prioritise these areas and provide food to The 

Land's people who need it most.

This document is the ‘Mayor Burp's Blueprint’, which outlines 
Mayor Burp of Big Town’s future plans for Gino’s Big Town 
Chef.

Vision
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Despite his plans for the town to become The Land’s primary provider and limitless 

source of food, the Mayor will ensure Big Town remains a fun, fair and family-

friendly place – and will sustain these principles by rewarding the community for 

their invaluable contributions along the way.

The Mecca of Food

After claiming victory in the Great Food Fight many meals ago, Mr. Gloop’s Rebel 

Workers, Chef Pierre, and the Townspeople were united in their desire for Edward 

Burp to become Mayor of Big Town – to which he obliged and has been on a 

mission ever since. Read ‘Big Town Chef – The Lore’ at bigtownchef.com/lore for 

more on the back-story of Big Town).

With his first act, the Mayor declared that Big Town was to commemorate their 

triumph by hosting an annual Victory Food Festival, during which the peoples of 

The Land would descend on Big Town to enjoy its amazing food.

With every year, the Victory Food Festivals grew in size and in length, until one year 

it never stopped – and so it continues to this day. Henceforth, Big Town has 

become the Mecca of food, where Chefs are treated like rockstars, and paid like 

them too.

Nowadays, Big Town hosts a rich abundance of different food festivals, for which 

tourists flock all year round to enjoy the tastiest meals money can buy, and chefs 

from across The Land come to grow, trade and compete in cook-off battles – in the
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race to become Big Town’s most celebrated chef.

Gino D'Acampo

However, this is just the beginning of Big Town’s story. Mayor Burp recently 

partnered with one of The Land’s most famous celebrity chefs, personalities and 

presenters – Gino D'Acampo. Best known for his food-focused television shows and 

cookbooks, Gino’s world-class cooking talent and far-reaching appeal has since put 

Big Town on the map, making the Mayor’s vision more achievable than ever before.

Gino D'Acampo currently operates in the Town Hall as Head of Communications, 

Culture and Tourism, leveraging his social prowess to engage with food-loving 

audiences and brands across The Land. Gino is also set to be the in-game Battle 

Administrator and Announcer, through which he will play a vital role in shaping and 

presenting the cook-off battle program.

Genesis Chefs

The first 10,000 early settlers, who can proudly call Big Town their home, will form a 

very exclusive club – the Genesis Chef Club. Based in the Genesis Chef Clubhouse, 

members will boast superior in-game skill attributes.

To reward Genesis Chefs for their faith in his vision, Mayor Burp will be gifting 

Genesis Chef Club members with early in-game access, guaranteed airdrops and 

the opportunity to own the Mayor’s new, super-sized Chef Patches – plus endless
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more rewards.

The Metaverse’s Kitchen

Mayor Burp’s grandest plan is to cement Big Town as ‘The Metaverse’s Kitchen’  

Web3’s spiritual home of food, big enough to house and feed hundreds of 

generations of chefs and food-lovers alike all year round. To achieve this, the 

Mayor will be purchasing the Outlands and expanding the map of Big Town.

Once the expansion is complete, Big Town will be able to provide substantially 

larger Chef Patches for, initially, the 10,000 Genesis Chefs and then all subsequent 

seasons of Chefs thereafter. Owners of the new, super-sized Chef Patches will 

benefit from more fertile land, meaning faster ingredient growth, higher yields, and 

tastier ingredients to use as part of meals in rewarding cook-off battles.
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Map of Big Town

Map
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River

The River is a stream of water which flows under the bridge at the entrance of the 

town. It carries sacred spring water containing rich minerals, which – legend has it – 

originates from the ruins of ancient civilizations that lay fossilised under the 

mountain overlooking the town. Resident Chefs believe to this day that Big Town 

produces the most scrumptious food in The Land because of the sacred spring 

water.

Bridge

The Bridge is the town’s main entrance, allowing food trucks of all shapes and sizes 

to pass through Big Town’s walls each and every day. So the story goes; the final 

clash of the Great Food Fight was held on the Bridge, which is why – after their 

victory – Mr. Gloop’s Rebel Workers walked into Big Town to celebrate, and never 

left.

 

Main Street

Main Street is the town’s major roadway, on which shops and town-owned services 

can be found. The street runs from the town’s main entrance to the Town Square – 

at the heart of Big Town.

Bureau de Burp
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The Bureau de Burp is Big Town’s principal currency exchange service provider. 

The store, which is located on Main Street, enables resident Chefs to exchange 

foreign currencies, such as ETH and MATIC, for in-game currencies, such as BURP.

Town Square

The Town Square is the beating heart of Big Town. At the centre of the square is 

the Big Town Fountain, where resident Chefs go to retrieve the sacred spring water 

originating from the mountain overlooking the town. It’s also where the Town Hall, 

Genesis Chef Clubhouse, Chef School, Farmers’ Market and the Big Town Museum 

are located.

Town Hall

The Town Hall is the grandest building at the centre of Big Town, the game's 

administrative address and home to Mayor Burp. The hall, which is located in the 

Town Square, enables resident Chefs to meet with the Mayor, utilise town-owned 

financial services, such as BURP staking, participate in raffles and collect rewards 

from the town’s Foundation treasury.

Genesis Chef Clubhouse

The Genesis Chef Clubhouse is a private members club, accessible only to Genesis 

Chefs. The clubhouse, which is located in the Town Square, is an exclusive hideout 

for the first 10,000 early settlers, who can proudly call Big Town their home. Mayor
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Burp first built the clubhouse in recognition of Genesis Chefs’ faith in his vision, and 

he’s been rewarding the Genesis Chef Club members ever since.

Chef School

The Chef School is home to Big Town’s Next-Gen Chefs. The school, which is 

located in the Town Square, is where top-ranking Chefs can come to trade their in-

game rewards for a Big Town Cooking Licence – which they can then use to 

graduate Next-Gen Chefs into the game. This model ensures that only the most 

experienced Chefs are given the honourable responsibility of inaugurating Big 

Town’s next-generation.

Farmers’ Market

The Farmer’s Market is the town’s marketplace where Chefs can buy and sell 

goods, such as seeds used to grow ingredients, already-grown ingredients used as 

part of meals in cook-off battles, consumables used to enhance ingredient growth, 

and collectibles used to embellish a Chef's appearance or food truck. The market, 

which is located in the Town Square, enables resident Chefs to trade goods with 

Big Town, and with other Chefs.

Big Town Museum

The Big Town Museum is a magnificent pillared building, in which collections of 

artefacts, with artistic, cultural and historical importance to the town, are displayed.
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The museum, which is located in the Town Square, holds popular exhibits, such as 

The Lore Exhibit, which showcases the history of Big Town, and the seasonal 

Cook-Off Battle League Exhibit, allowing resident Chefs to track in-game 

leaderboards and awards.

Chef Patches

The Chef Patches are located on the upper left side of the town, in which each 

resident Chef inherits a private piece land – called their Chef Patch – where they 

can grow ingredients to sell in the Farmers’ Market for profit, or use as part of 

meals in cook-off battles.

Cook-Off Battle Arena

The Cook-Off Battle Arena is located on the upper right side of the town, where 

spectators come in their thousands to witness rockstar Chefs competing in one-on-

one cook-off battles. The arena is the official stadium of Big Town, and so Mayor 

Burp has also been known to use it to host award ceremonies and make important 

announcements.

Mountain

The Mountain and its sacred spring water are the reason why Big Town came into 

existence, and will continue to be a focal point of the town, as Mayor Burp’s vision 

places the mountain at the centre of Big Town’s expanded map.
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Outlands

The Outlands are an uninhabited stretch of land that surrounds the Mountain on the 

upper side of the town. Described by everyone who has dared tackle its perilous 

terrain, the Outlands is a harsh landscape desperate for human agricultural 

cultivation.
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Modern Metropolis

Unlike the traditional settlements across The Land, Big Town has become a modern 

metropolis, underpinned by the latest science and technology. Through his tenure, 

Mayor Burp has continued to develop the town’s infrastructure, repeatedly 

modernising energy production and efficiency, telecommunications, transportation 

— and most famously — food and water standards.

Polygon Migration

Big Town’s financial systems are no different. In recent times, the people of The 

Land have fallen victim to increasing transaction fees when purchasing goods and 

services on Ethereum blockchain. To ensure resident Chefs didn’t suffer the same 

fate, Mayor Burp migrated the town’s financial systems to Polygon blockchain, 

meaning they can now make extraordinarily cheap local daily transactions.

Cross-Chain Bridge

Around the same time, Mayor Burp installed a cross-chain bridge service, allowing 

resident Chefs to travel between the town and The Land’s many other settlements 

with unrestricted access to their funds. The installation also meant that Chef NFTs

Infrastructure
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could remain on the Ethereum blockchain, and therefore benefit from the network’s 

popularity whilst remaining compatible with Big Town’s financial systems.
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Fiercely Contested

The race to become Big Town’s most celebrated chef is fiercely contested. Chefs 

from across The Land come from far and wide to compete against the very best. 

It’s tough in Big Town – where the mediocre get chewed up, the naive spat out, and 

the complacent disposed of. But those who grow the biggest, buy the smartest and 

cook the greatest? In Big Town, they’re treated like rockstars, and paid like them 

too.

Chef Journey Flow

Gameplay
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Rewards Structure

To achieve equilibrium in Big Town’s ecosystem, Mayor Burp likes to reward his 

Chefs for their persistent contribution and skill. Whether that be for farming, trading 

or battling, Chefs are rewarded with XP  the Mayor’s experience-based 

measurement system. As Chefs increase their XP, they gain access to more 

rewarding food festivals and cook-off battles – plus the ability to trade their in-

game rewards for Big Town Cooking Licences, which they can then use to graduate 

Next-Gen Chefs into the game.
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The Big Town Chef Game Ecosystem diagram, drawn by Mayor Burp himself, 

demonstrates how he envisions the town’s ecosystem expanding and evolving over

Big Town Chef Game Ecosystem

Tokenomics
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BURP Token Allocation

time, in order to maintain resident Chef population growth, whilst continuing to 

deliver habitual, competition-based products and services.
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BURP Token Vesting

The BURP Token Allocation and Vesting charts demonstrate how Mayor Burp has 

planned to distribute BURP to the Big Town Chef team, advisors to the team and 

early investors of the project, as a way of saying thank you for the part they played
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in building Big Town. The graphs also reveal how resident Chefs are set to be 

heavily rewarded for their future contributions, with 44.94% of the BURP token 

allocation set aside for the Big Town Foundation – a treasury by which the Mayor’s 

ecosystem rewards will be funded.
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